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Supreme Living
Today’s interior market is characterized by an abundance of furniture,
textiles and other interior materials, in all sorts of styles and looks.
This means that a traditional and uniform selection of floors is
not enough, either for consumers interested in interior design or
professional designers. This is why we at Kährs have developed
Kährs Supreme, a range of floors including three striking and unique
floor collections, all with a great variation of looks and styles.
The common denominator of these three collections is the manual
work and the attention to detail that we have put into each floor.
We have combined Kährs unique and long tradition of producing
high quality floors, with the rich experience of highly
skilled craftsmen, who by using their own hands have
given each floor a distinct look that cannot be
re-created by machines. Supreme Living is a tribute
to their skills!

Stina Andersson, Designer, Kährs.

Cover: Elegance Oak tapis blanc, pattern
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Avenue walnut ritz avenue
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The Grande Collection is ideal for those searching
for a traditional looking ‘plank’ floor in dimensions
previously not available in a modern multi-layered
format. The range includes a variety of styles and
color variations, for the most ambitious interior
designs.
Striking in terms of both natural beauty and scale,
the floors measure over nine feet long by ten inches
wide, and have a thickness of three-fourths of an
inch.

grande			
Collection

You can choose to either let them set the tone for
your whole design scheme or form part of a wider
interior theme.
The designs of these floors will complement any
style of decoration, from traditional country to slick
contemporary. The character of the timber, with its
knots and cracks, will lift any interior design.
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Grande Oak imperial

Grande Oak real

1
Grande Oak espace

1
Grande Oak Casa

1
Grande Oak manor

1
Grande Oak villa

1
Grande Oak maison

1
Grande Oak arch

The Avenue Collection, from the Kährs Supreme
range, has been designed and developed with stylish
city living in mind. These sophisticated and elegant
floors would, however, suit any interior style, be it
modern or traditional.
Our brochure includes many examples of how
to use these striking Walnut and Maple floors in
a variety of interior designs, to create a stunning
scheme.
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Avenue walnut
majestic avenue

Avenue walnut ritz
avenue

Avenue walnut plaza
avenue

Avenue walnut palace
avenue

Avenue maple park
avenue

Avenue maple nordic
avenue

Elegance Oak tapis
marron, pattern

Elegance Oak tapis
blanc, pattern

Elegance Oak tapis
noir, pattern

Elegance Oak croix
nature, pattern

Elegance Oak croix
marron, pattern

Elegance Oak croix
blanc, pattern

Looking for a floor that can add a touch of elegance
and tradition, but which can still complement even
the most contemporary living space? Then, consider
a floor from the Supreme Elegance Collection.
The range includes two different styles - Tapis and
Croix; both feature intricate patterns characterized
by a mixture of traditional charm and modern styling. A perfect blend of old and new that will lend
itself beautifully to any home.

1 2 3 Strips
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Elegance
Collection

Silk matte finish
Nature oil
Brushing
Stained
Distressed
Beveled edges
Handscraped
Smoked
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Supreme
mansion
Living

Elegance Oak tapis marron, pattern

Grande Oak imperial
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Elegance Oak croix marron, pattern
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Supreme
loft
Living

Avenue walnut ritz avenue

Avenue maple park avenue
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Grande Oak Casa
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Supreme
Mountain
Living

Grande Oak maison
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Grande Oak espace

Grande Oak arch
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Supreme
london
Living

Grande Oak manor
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Grande Oak villa
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Elegance Oak croix blanc, pattern
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Supreme
architect
Living

Elegance Oak tapis noir, pattern

Grande Oak real
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Supreme
excentric
Living

Avenue walnut palace avenue

Avenue walnut palace avenue
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Avenue walnut majestic avenue
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Avenue walnut plaza avenue

Avenue walnut ritz avenue
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TECHNICAL

Avenue Collection
THE exclusive plank with the satin finish

Quality and Respect
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Kährs offers an extensive range of wood floors, available in many different wood species,
designs and finishes to suit all tastes. They all have one thing in common – they are crafted
from the finest timber, using the most modern methods, with the greatest respect for the
environment.
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Technical Data
Board length: 72"
Board width: 5 3/4"
Board thickness: 5/8"
Surface layer thickness: 1/4"
Resandable: 2 times
Warranty: 25 years

Grande Collection
THE GRAND PLANK THAT MAKES A BIG STATEMENT
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Elegance Collection
THE ELEGANT PLANK THAT COMBINES OLD AND NEW STYLE

Technical Data

Technical Data

Board length: 110 1/4"
Board width: 10 1/4"
Board thickness: 3/4"

Board length: 86 5/8" | 74 3/4"
Board width: 10 5/8" | 7 1/2"
Board thickness: 5/8"

Surface layer thickness: 1/4"
Resandable: 2 times
Warranty: 25 years

Surface layer thickness: 1/4"
Resandable: 2 times
Warranty: 25 years
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THE BEST WAY TO RECYCLE THIS BROCHURE
IS TO PASS IT ONTO A FRIEND.
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Kährs International
940 Centre Circle | Suite 1000
Altamonte Springs | Florida | 32714
Phone: 1 800 800 5247 | Fax: 407 260 9933
www.kahrs.com | info@kahrs.com

